AM/CM Interface
In today’s telecommunications environment,
there has never been a greater need for
accuracy, yet flexibility in the relationship
between your billing and accounting
systems. With these needs in mind, MACC
has developed an interface between
Accounting Master (AM) and Customer
Master (CM). This interface will make your
staff more efficient, and allow for greater
accuracy in your financial records.
Specifically your company can enjoy the
following benefits after implementing the
interface into your business operation.

Key Benefits

¨ Tight integration between billing and

accounting solutions

Eliminate the double-entry of information
You’ll never again lose time by having to manually
enter payment information into both your billing and
accounting systems. With the AM/CM Interface, all
information related to your monthly billing process
will automatically flow as journal entries into your
company’s accounting system. In addition, Capital
Credit Disbursement is much easier with the direct
database to database export.

¨ Less work effort required to maintain

nancial information
¨ Improved accuracy and consistency in

your nancial records
¨ Simple process for the elimination of

credit balances in your billing system
¨ Customer refunds are automated, yet

Improve accuracy
By eliminating the need to enter payment
information twice, you reduce the number of
opportunities for human error.

accounting staff maintain control
¨ More efcient and time saving tracking of

equipment
Make record keeping more precise
With the AM/CM Interface, billing revenue will be
recorded to the general ledger exactly as they were
billed. If bundled services are offered, this feature
ensures the proper network receives the payment its
due.

Track customer premise equipment
With the Network Inventory Interface (NII), you’ll be
able to manage and update your inventory as it is
installed at a customer location. Inventory is relived
from AM, while making the association to the
customer through the Service Order process in CM.

Refund customers with credit balances
The AM/CM Interface has a built-in refund tool that
allows for the creation of checks outside the normal
accounts payable process. With the refund tool, no
exporting or importing of information is required.
The refund process creates entries into the
Accounting Master database, which are reviewed by
your company’s personnel prior to payment.
The interface automatically debits the customer
account to clear the credit balance.
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Ready to enjoy the benefits of the AM/CM Interface
at your company?
If you’re ready to enjoy the increased efficiency and
accuracy of the AM/CM Interface at your company,
contact your MACC Client Relations Manager or
National Sales Representative for more information.
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